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About SlotTarget

Why do You need it?
Currently our database contains more than 1500 casinos and approx 3K
bonuses. We are partnering with many casinos and ready to share with you
our best affiliates deals.

Setup our simple widget code on your site
and start getting income from your traffic!

SlotTarget is free content oriented affiliation network for publishers with
casino traffic. Service mission is to help publishers like game providers or
bloggers maximise profits from their sites. Grounded on FortBI data
SlotTarget is powerful, but easy to manage tool for affiliate business

How It Works
SlotTarget works similar to Google Adsense but for iGaming industry.
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Benefits for Publisher

Registration of your resource
2

Verification and approval
3 Campaign setup process

Maximisation of profit from affiliation via displaying
optimal casino offers by content and geolocation

4 Placing special JS widget code on your pages

Quick and easy start

5

Access to numerous best deals
Receiving entire earned
commission.

Displaying context oriented offers in
the widget optimized by visitors geo
location after integration on publisher
site

Consolidated reports
Quick pay out of commissions

6

Customized advertisement widgets

Transparent monitoring
system of your income

7 Monthly pay out of all your
earned commissions

Multiple advertisers - single point of contact

Mutual Interest
SlotTarget is a free service for any site with casino traffic. Our benefits are
in getting sub affiliate commission .
Back link will include tracking code. Even if your players register via
our site you will still get commission

Simple example

Let's imagine that player from Sweden lands on some game description page on your site.
SlotTarget widget will display only relevant casinos which accept players from Sweden and have this game in the games list.

* FortBI is a modern Business Intelligence data platform for iGaming industry. FortBI gather and aggregate information from different data sources. Among others: casinos and game providers sites, real
money rounds history, demo games server responses.
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